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Present ultra-fast laser optis is at the frontier between atto- and zeptoseond photon pulses,
giving rise to unpreedented appliations. We show that high-energeti photon pulses down to
the yotoseond timesale an be produed in heavy ion ollisions. We fous on photons produed
during the initial phase of the expanding quark-gluon plasma. We study how the time evolution and
properties of the plasma may inuene the duration and shape of the photon pulse. Prospets for
ahieving double peak strutures suitable for pump-probe experiments at the yotoseond timesale
are disussed.
PACS numbers: 25.75.Cj, 42.65.Re, 12.38.Mh, 78.47.J-
Reent advanes in ultrafast laser optis aim at the
reation of ultra-short pulses beyond the visible spetral
range. Shorter pulses are desirable, sine they provide
better temporal resolution, while higher photon energy
gives rise to better spatial resolution. High-order har-
monis of femtoseond laser radiation have been shown
to be soures of trains of attoseond extreme-ultraviolet
pulses [1, 2℄ that an be used to produe single attose-
ond soft X-ray pulses [3, 4℄. For example, suh single
attoseond X-ray bursts [5℄ have appliations in mole-
ular imaging [6, 7℄, quantum ontrol [8, 9℄, or Raman
spetrosopy [10℄. By introduing a ontrolled delay be-
tween two suh peaks, the dynamis of eletron systems
ould be studied using pump-probe tehniques [4℄. Suh
tehniques also allow for the diret time resolution of
many-body dynamis, like the observation of the dressing
proess of harged partiles [11℄. In view of the obvious
desire for even shorter pulses with higher photon energies,
it is reasonable to searh for alternative prodution meth-
ods. In this spirit, it has been suggested that zeptoseond
pulses ould be reated by fousing intense laser pulses
on subwavelength-size strutures [12℄, by the reetion of
a relativistially intense femtoseond laser pulse from the
osillating boundary of an overdense plasma [13℄, or via
nonlinear Thomson baksattering [14℄.
Among the shortest possible time sales that are avail-
able experimentally are those obtained through high-
energy ollisions. Partiularly interesting in this ontext
are heavy ion ollisions that an produe a quark-gluon
plasma (QGP), beause they expose a omplex system
with rih internal dynamis that lives on a very short
timesale. Heavy-ion ollisions at the Relativisti Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) and soon at the CERN LHC pro-
due this new state of matter up to the size of a nu-
leus (∼ 15 fm) for a duration of a few tens of yotose-
onds (1 ys = 10−24 s ≈ 0.3 fm/). In suh a ollision,
the plasma is produed initially in a very anisotropi
state, and reahes a hydrodynami evolution through in-
ternal interations only after some thermalization time
τtherm and isotropization time τiso. The observed par-
tile spetra turned out to agree well with ideal hydro-
dynamial model preditions [15, 16, 17℄, whih led to
the assumption that isotropization times are as low as
τiso ≈ 1 ys(0.3 fm/). However, it has been pointed out
reently that visous hydrodynami models are still on-
sistent with RHIC data if isotropization times as large as
τiso ≈ 7 ys(2 fm/) are assumed [18℄, even if the expan-
sion before isotropization is assumed to be ollisionless
(free streaming). Besiders a plethora of partiles that
are reated in suh ollisions, also high-energeti photons
are produed and deteted experimentally [19, 20, 21℄.
So far, only time-integrated quantities have been onsid-
ered, like the extration of the spatiotemporal extent of
the emitting soure through photon pair orrelations [22℄
and the suggestion to measure the isotropization time τiso
using the diret photon yield [23, 24℄.
In this Letter, we study the time-resolved prodution of
high-energeti ultra-short photon pulses in the QGP. We
demonstrate that the emission envelope depends strongly
on the internal dynamis of the QGP. Under ertain on-
ditions, a double peak struture in the emission enve-
lope an be observed, whih ould be the rst soure for
pump-probe experiments at the yotoseond timesale.
We nd that the delay between the peaks is diretly re-
lated to the isotropization time, and the relative height
between the peaks an be shaped by varying photon en-
ergy and emission angle. Suh pulses ould be utilized,
for example, to resolve dynamis on the nulear timesale
suh as that of baryon resonanes [25℄. As an alternative
interpretation of our results, a time-resolved study of the
emitted photons ould provide a window to the internal
QGP dynamis throughout its expansion.
The QGP is formed in a ollision of two heavy ions as
illustrated in Fig. 1(a-). We study the emission of diret
photons from the expanding QGP [26, 27℄. The energy
spetrum of suh photons extends to the GeV range, and
the upper limit for the temporal duration of the GeV
photon pulse is given by the expansion dynamis of the
QGP, whih leads to yotoseond pulses. Regarding the
shape of the photon pulse, we nd that the angle-resolved
photon emission rate strongly depends on the internal
state of the plasma, haraterized by the momentum
2Figure 1: (olor online) Early stages of a high-energy ollision,
involving pre-equilibrium (rst two olumns) and equilibrated
QGP phases (last olumn). Parts (a)-() show three snap-
shots in time in position spae. Shown are the two relativis-
tially ontrated olliding ions that reate the quark-gluon
plasma in the overlap region. Curly arrows denote photon
emission and semiirles the detetors. Parts (d)-(f) are or-
responding pitorial representations of the plasma in momen-
tum spae. In an intermediate stage of the pre-equilibrium
phase, the momentum distribution is anisotropi, resulting in
a hange in the angular photon emission pattern that an give
rise to double-peaked photon pulses.
tribution of the plasma onstituents, see Fig. 1(d)-1(f).
For an intermediate time after the ollision, a momen-
tum anisotropy ours due to the longitudinal expansion
of the plasma, whih leads to a preferential emission of
photons perpendiular to the beam axis z. A photon
detetor plaed towards the beam axis would therefore
measure a time-dependent photon ux. Based on a re-
ent model [28, 29℄ for the internal plasma dynamis, we
nd that this mehanism an give rise to double-peaked
pulse envelopes that ould be utilized for pump-probe
experiments.
We base our model on the one-dimensional expansion
model by Bjorken [30℄. This assumes boost-invariant evo-
lution of the quark-gluon plasma in a entral region of
the ollision. The detetor is plaed away from the beam
axis by an angle θ within the reation plane. Sine we
want to study hard photons produed in the GeV en-
ergy range, we restrit ourselves to the prodution of di-
ret photons emitted from the pre-equilibrium and equi-
librated phases of the QGP. We will not onsider photons
produed in later stages of the ollision where on average
lower energy photons are emitted. For the same rea-
son, we will omit higher order soft sattering proesses
like bremsstrahlung or inelasti pair annihilation, whose
ontributions are again more important at lower ener-
gies [21, 23℄. The leading ontribution to the photon
prodution rate R originates from quark-gluon Comp-
ton sattering and quark-antiquark annihilation. For
anisotropi momentum distributions, the photon produ-
tion rate R has to be alulated numerially [21℄. This
rate, obtained in the form Ed3R/d3k, depends on the
temperature T of the medium, the photon energy E
and momentum k, the ne struture onstant α, and
the orresponding quantity for the strong fore αs (we
use ~ = c = kB = 1). The rate further depends
on the anisotropy, whih is desribed by a parameter
ξ =
〈
p2T
〉
/
(
2
〈
p2L
〉)
− 1 that relates the mean longitu-
dinal and transverse momenta pL and pT [23, 28, 29℄.
To integrate this rate over time, we use a reent model
to desribe the time evolution of the pre-equilibrium and
equilibrated QGP [28, 29℄. This model speies the time
evolution for the energy density E = E(τ), for the hard
sale phard = phard(τ) (whih orresponds to T in the
isotropi ase), and for the anisotropy parameter ξ = ξ(τ)
as a funtion of the proper time τ . These quantities sale
with dierent powers depending on the QGP expansion
dynamis. For example, the time evolution of ξ an be
written as ξ(τ) = (τ/τ0)
δ−1. In the free streaming phase,
δ = 2, while in the ideal hydrodynami phase δ = 0. The
model in Ref. [29℄ essentially introdues a smeared step-
funtion for the exponent δ = δ(τ) to interpolate between
δ = 2 at early times τ ≪ τiso and δ = 0 at late times
τ ≫ τiso, where the duration of the transition is on-
trolled by τiso/γ with dimensionless parameter γ. In this
way, both the pre-equilibrium phase and the equilibrated
QGP phase of the expansion an be desribed by a single
model. In the model, thermalization and isotropization
happen onurrently, τtherm = τiso.
In the radial diretion, we use a straightforward gen-
eralization of the temperature dependene T (r, τ0) =
T0[2(1 − r
2/R2T )]
1/4
[32, 33℄ for non-entral ollisions
that is valid in the overlap region of the olliding nu-
lei. As in Ref. [29℄, we neglet the expansion of the
QGP into transverse diretions, sine it is small in the
initial stage throughout whih the high-energeti pho-
tons are emitted. T0 is the initial temperature, r is
the distane from the enter in radial diretion, and
RT is the transverse radius of the nuleus. The num-
ber of photons of frequeny ωd that arrive at the dete-
tor at time td in the laboratory system an be obtained
by integrating the photon rate along all possible light
paths. The world line of the photons is parametrized as
z(t; td, xk, yk) = xkkˆ
⊥
1 +ykkˆ
⊥
2 + kˆ (t− td + d), where kˆ is
the spatial diretion of the light wave vetor k = (ω,k),
kˆ
⊥
1
and kˆ
⊥
2
are two diretion vetors orthogonal to k and
to eah other, and d is the distane to the detetor. The
signal fd that arrives at the detetor at time td is given
by integrating the photon emission rate along the photon
world line fd(k, td, xk, yk) =
∫ td
0
dt f(k, t, z(t; td, xk, yk))
where f(k, t, z) is the Lorentz transformed photon emis-
sion rate E d3R/d3k inside the QGP, and vanishing out-
side. One nally obtains the photon rate per unit time
and frequeny interval with Ad the detetor area,
d2N(ωd, td)
dtddωd
=
Ad
8pid2
∫
dxk dyk ωdfd(ωd, td, xk, yk) . (1)
For the onrete alulation we followed the param-
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Figure 2: (olor online) Photon emission rate as a funtion of
detetor time τ . Solid blue lines show a large isotropization
time τiso = 6.7 ys = 2 fm/ with δ = 2 (free streaming model)
while dashed red lines orrespond to a short isotropization
time τiso = τ0 = 0.3 ys = 0.088 fm/. Parts (a) and (b) dis-
play emission at midrapidity (θ = pi/2) for a entral ollision
with impat parameter b = 0. Parts ()-(f) show double-
peaked photon pulses obtained for b = 9.2 fm or 12.2 fm, and
the vertial dotted line indiates the position of the larger
τiso = 6.7 ys. In parts () and (d), the detetor diretion is
θ = pi/4, in (e) and (f), it is θ = pi/8.
eters as given in [29℄. We show results for LHC ener-
gies, where the initial onditions are given by a formation
time τ0 = 0.3 ys (= 0.088 fm/), the initial temperature
T0 = 845 MeV, and transverse radius of the lead ion
RT = 7.1 fm. The ritial temperature, where the QGP
eases to exist, is taken as TC = 160 MeV. We study the
free-streaming model (δ = 2) with parameter γ = 2. As
in Ref. [29℄, the isotropization time is varied in the range
τiso = τ0 to τiso = 6.7 ys (= 2 fm/). Both possibilities
are not yet ruled out by RHIC data. We use the model
with xed nal multipliity, where the initial onditions
are adjusted as a funtion of τiso in order to result in the
same nal entropy as for τiso = τ0.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the typial time evolution
of the photon emission rate for a entral ollision with
emission angle orthogonal to the beam axis (θ = pi/2).
We present results at 2 GeV (3 GeV) energy, where the
photon prodution from the QGP at midrapidity is 3 to 4
times as large as the prodution from the initial ollisions,
and roughly 6 times (50 times) as large as the prodution
from the hadron gas [27℄. The origin of the absissa is
the time when a photon emitted from the enter of the
ollision arrives at the detetor. Photons arriving earlier
originate from a part of the QGP that is loser to the
detetor. The pulse shape is mainly determined by the
geometry of the nuleus with radius 7.1 fm.
Internal QGP dynamis ours on a timesale of a few
fm/. Any struture of this order is washed out simply
by the time for light to ross the size of the QGP. We
apply two strategies to overome this limit. First, we re-
due the physial extent of the QGP by onsidering non-
entral ollisions with impat parameter b. Seond, an
optimization of the detetion angle minimizes the trav-
eling time through the plasma. In forward diretion, the
initial shape of the QGP is Lorentz-ontrated, hene
light travels through the initial shape quikly. This is
partially spoiled due to the QGP expansion in the same
diretion. Thus intermediate emission angles are most
promising for whih the QGP appears partly Lorentz on-
trated but does not expand towards the detetor.
Figures 2()-2(f) show the photon emission in a di-
retion away from midrapidity θ 6= pi/2 for a non-entral
ollision. The impat parameter b = 9.2 fm (b = 12.2 fm)
orresponds to an overlap region of the size 5 fm×10.8 fm
(2 fm × 7.3 fm). Here, a striking new double-peak stru-
ture appears. Roughly speaking, the minimum between
the peaks orresponds to the maximum of the anisotropy
parameter ξ(τ), whih grows with exponent δ = 2 for
τ < τiso, and vanishes for τ > τiso. This is beause the
photon emission rate is suppressed for larger values of ξ
and smaller values of θ [23℄. The distane between the
two peaks is therefore approximately governed by τiso,
indiated by the dotted line in Figs. 2()-2(f).
The dynamis shown in Fig. 2 requires a more de-
tailed interpretation. In Figs. 2()-2(f), the rst peak
orresponds to photons emitted from the blue-shifted ap-
proahing part of the QGP, while the seond peak orre-
sponds to a slightly red-shifted and time-dilated reeding
tail of the plasma. The relative size of the rst and se-
ond peak is ontrolled both by the emission angle and the
photon energy. At inreasing emission angles, the se-
ond peak is suppressed, beause the phase spae for pho-
tons emitted from the reeding part of the plasma is on-
strited. For smaller impat parameters or larger QGP
sizes, the seond peak overlaps with the rst, thereby
washing out this struture. Also for a short isotropiza-
tion time τiso = τ0 (dashed lines) the separation into two
peaks does not our. Therefore this eet is very sensi-
tive to the internal dynamis of the QGP.
Our results are based on a number of model assump-
tions. For example, we omitted the transverse expansion,
whih would beome important at later times. It ould
either enhane the double peak struture through a fur-
ther separation of red- and blue-shifted parts of the QGP,
or redue the eet through a prolonged photon pas-
sage through the QGP. These modiations may ause
qualitative hanges to the photon emission envelope, but
not to the yotoseond timesale. In an atual exper-
iment there is a bakground of photons from dierent
soures [32℄. These inlude photons produed by a jet
passing through the QGP [33℄, and ould dominate the
4eet that is expeted from the QGP alone. Sine these
photons are produed on a similar yotoseond timesale,
they an be expeted to have the positive eet of en-
haning the photon rate of the pulse. But at the same
time they would onstitute a bakground for the pulse
shape determination. Other bakground photons are pro-
dued at dierent time sales, e.g., due to deay of pions
produed in the hadronization of the QGP, therefore they
would not modify a time struture on the yotoseond
timesale. Photons produed from the initial ollisions
(pQCD photons) an be of omparable size, but they
would only enhane the rst peak of the double peaks
depited in Fig. 2()-2(f). A better theoretial under-
standing of the QGP dynamis would be neessary for a
more quantitative predition of the expeted pulse stru-
ture.
We now turn to an estimate of the photon prodution
rate. In the GeV energy range, these are of the order
of a few photons per ollision [32℄. Note that a single
GeV photon pulse of 10 ys duration orresponds to a
pulse energy of only about 100 pJ, but to a power of
10 TW. A single photon per pulse is in priniple suient
to reonstrut a non-trivial pulse shape [34℄. Dereasing
the photon energy would enhane the photon yield, but
would also inrease the number of unwanted bakground
photons. Inreasing the ollision energy would further
enhane the number of photons produed, and ould also
inrease the relative importane of the ontribution of
thermal photons ompared to other kinds of photons [32℄.
Conluding, we have studied the time evolution of the
photon emission from the QGP. Sine the QGP only ex-
ists on the yotoseond timesale, it naturally emits pho-
tons at this timesale. We have shown that the emis-
sion envelope an be inuened by the geometry, emis-
sion angle, and internal dynamis like the isotropization
time of the expanding QGP. For a partiular parameter
range, that is non-entral ollisions, large isotropization
time, and an emission angle lose to forward diretion, a
double-peak struture has been found within our model.
Thus, pump-probe experiments at the GeV energy sale
ould be envisioned. New detetion shemes would be
required, and it should be explored whether tools and
ideas from attoseond metrology [3, 35℄ an be saled
to zepto- or yotoseond duration, utilizing physial pro-
esses in the GeV energy range, like eletron-positron pair
reation. Alternatively, determining the photon emission
shape experimentally would give diret aess to dynami
properties of the QGP, like its isotropization time.
We thank K. Z. Hatsagortsyan and M. Stri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